
Transcending the Ideological Blindness

The father of modern anarchism, Michail Bakunin was rather racist in his understanding
of  the  old  European  continent.  In  describing  the  blind  obedience  of  the  Prussian
character, he basically foresaw the Germanic people increase domination over the Slavic
and the Latin people. More than a century and half later we can certainly state that his
predictions were most true and that what he defines as the Germanic side of Europe has
come to dominate over the entire continent.

This dominance is not so explicit but it is clear. In fact the hegemony of the Germanic
people over the Slavic and the Latin people, if we want to keep the Bakunian distinction,
was at first attempted explicitly, declaring its superiority over the other races and after
failing  to  succeed  it  has  now  succeeded  via  a  complex  of  inferiority  and  guilt.
Nonetheless, beyond this new instated moralizing, the situation is rather unbalanced;
the economic  power  resides  within  the Germanic  countries  while  the Latin  and the
Slavic countries are struggling.

Everything Germanic works while  everything non Germanic fails  to  work.  Everything
Germanic prosper while everything non Germanic is getting rot. Bakunin has explained
this under his conception of state. The state fits the nature of Germanic people while it
is unfitting to the nature of Slavic and Latin people. Germanic people obeys, the others
have  a  more  relaxed and human nature.  This  is  perhaps  its  pangermanic  argument
which could be extended with the idea that there is no empire without what imperial
Germany  in  general  and  Adolf  Hitler  in  particular  defined  as  “living  space”,  or  the
necessity for Germany to have vassal states such as Poland to guarantee its well being.

Under Bakunin's way of thinking it is important to reflect on the non German countries
belonging to the European union as small and bad imitations of the Germanic state. The
whole of the Europen bureaucracy, no matter how obsessed it is with inclusivity, may in
fact  be  seen as  a  gigantification  of  a  state  apparatus  which,  according  to  Bakunin,
originates  among the Germanic  people  and is  not  in  line  with the natures  of  more
southern and eastern people. As wars and migrations have pretty much changed these
people also and especially  within  Germanic countries,  one cannot  let  go to Bakunin
rather racist remark against who turned out to be for a time among the most racists of
people.

We ought to here reflect whether in fact it could be true that there is such nature and
the state clerks who in fact detained power are more or less Germanic. No matter how
hard this Germanic statalism tries to represent itself as non Germanic, one cannot let go
to Bakunin's argument. Perhaps with time and discipline and certain values masking the



origins of  the state bureaucracy we are living in,  the hope is  that everyone will  get
Germanized, everyone will get obedient to the state.

On a broader historical perspective however it is important to clarify that yes, it might
be true to some extent that German people and after those Hungarians as far as for
Bakunin as such state driven tendencies but that a broader perspective on history as
sort of shown how this tendency as moved from one population onto another, from
Spartans to Romans and so forth. Yet Bakunin is rather insistent in declaring that the
German is most blind in his obedience and that yes other countries might have had a
great army but never with such infallible discipline.  

If it is true however that Western countries especially in the old continent are becoming
an extension of the German state, this operation may strikes as very much a repression
of human nature. Now there are plenty of accounts which for instance differentiate the
invading German army in Russia and Greece opposed for example to the more human
and gentle armies of for example Italy which indeed happened to be commanded by a
Fascist leader but in reality was very skeptical  about him and certainly not as blind.
Bakunin most strikingly describes the feature of the German soldier his obedience to the
superiors and his ruthless despise for the people.

The question here is, in Europe whose heart is real heart is now set in Germany, how
much of an efficient and ruthless state is it creating? Has the German character now
completely let go to its blind obedience and aspirations in favor for a light and more
hedonistic approach governed rather by a global economy? Either ways the dichotomy
here could be plain as simple: the more the state the less not so much the freedom but
the actual  human nature.  We cannot  even think to substitute the diligent Germanic
state in all its social democratic appearance with more repressive and despotic empires
of the east. It is true however that while these corrupted states in all their hegemony
leave a lot of gaps in which human nature can be cultivated, the Germanic state in its
current evolution is becoming ever more present in our lives. 

No matter our sense of freedom also determined by our economic prosperity, it is also
true that in no time the increasing bureaucracy we are tolerating is becoming more or
less mortal especially for the non Germanic states that have not the apparatus to deal
with it but do enforce it so as to cope with the Germanic state agenda. We can now go
on speculating for  ages about  the possible forms of  governance that one can set in
place. However the sort of light version of a state western countries are experiencing is
only  determined  by  a  momentary  prosperity,  from  a  bunch  a  decades  in  which
resources have been exploited unrestrictively.



As we enter an era in which we realize that our natural resources and our very human
nature have been plundered, as we realize that there cannot be such a prosperity as in
the previous era, my worry is that the state apparatus we have set up to guarantee
certain rights will in fact tighten up and we all have to be part of some sort of Germanic
army of clerks, supervising and gate keeping and dealing with a state apparatus which
will have to continuously renew itself under heavy losses. It is in this scenario that one
ought to start rethinking life on the planet.

Do we still want to comply to state conceived policies also with the prospect that we
ourselves will have to turn into policy makers? Isn't perhaps our nature a reflection of
nature at large and ought not to step down from all  this bureaucratizing and rather
regerminate our human nature and in turn regerminate nature and all its resources? If
Bakunin argument is true that the state oppresses us and if it is true that we are taught
to obey to it, it could be also true that by obeying to our nature and putting forward an
obedience to it might set forth new scenarios in which the so harmful state power can
be reconsidered.

The fight perhaps here has taken a new dimension. It is no longer the people against the
state. It is each and every individual who has completely lost any touch with his or her
human  nature  and  ought  to  recover  it,  avoiding  to  resort  to  any  religious  or
philosophical  framework  which only  gives  us  a  consolation  for  having  let  go  to our
nature. There ought to be a more straightforward cult of reconnection and this starts
with each individual becoming gradually but persistently more aware of its forgotten
nature.

There is thus no need for a bombastic social revolution which in turn may only cause
new despotic types of governance. I  think it is far more simple than that,  so little is
required but so few are willing to let go to all the large state and state-like apparatus
they are so much part of, the regiments they belong to and in which they take their
pride. Now there is indeed a tendency for certain people to be more or less disciplined
but rather then keeping up building and building on the state apparatus with more or
less of a fervent devotion can we not instead consider to put this discipline to recover
and from there enforce our human nature.

I am here talking from the perspective of a no longer so white man but still of mostly
German origins and I have conceived an understanding that yes I too have a tendency to
discipline. Having turned however this discipline to the caring of my human nature I
became most disobedient towards any form of authority simply because I have a better
understanding on how unnatural any form of top down power is. Yes perhaps Bakunin
prejudice cannot be washed away but still it is here only a matter of learning to channel



the traits of our nature.  

There is a tendency in people of whatever trait to more or less blindly believe in an
ideal. The emancipation or this or that, or the creation of panslavic this or pangermanic
that and so forth. When an ideal is embraced any other principle brought forward by
whatever other ideal is put aside and even suffocated. Suddenly people begin to think
only in a binary manner seen a clear distinction between good and evil even if reality is
far more complicated than that.

This human tendency of embracing ideologies and inevitably a set of prejudices always
precludes the possibility for a common sense. These ideologies can be good initially to
sort out injustices yet often take the upper hand and create a new set of injustices. Now
I think that in general  it  is  important for individuals to cultivate their human nature
without all these notions. Theory ought to be replaced with an ethnography of life.

Where has all the theorizing that came out of Germany brought the modern world to?
All this disciplined and rather Germanic theorizing is still pursued yet how much does it
enables to perceive the truth into things? Isn't a more Slavic approach more human and
down to earth? I  therefore challenge the entire western educational  set up distilling
certain theoretical  notions onto its  pupils,  getting them on the other hand ready to
serve either the state or the battle ground in which this state has opted to make a living
from,  in  the  past  war  and  plundering,  at  present  until  speculating  on  our  natural
resources until they last.

The issue is most severe however and that is based on the inability the generation of
state clerks and capitalist soldiers to be autonomous, to be selffull and not so selfless.
No matter how original we seem to ourselves, no matter how stateless we seem, we are
fighting  for  the  establishment  and the  establishment  is  set  to  fight  against  another
establishment whose subjects are fighting for opposing ideals. Here is my point, only
making the effort to recover our human nature we can transcend ideologies and be able
to create the common ground in which a decent humanity can be breathed again. 


